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Let's do some math For the past six years, 90 eHarmony members have been getting married every day to people they met on
eHarmony.. 1 6425 percent Wow, so you're going to charge me $49 95 monthly for a guaranteed 1.. Six years comprise 2,190
days 2,190 [days of eHarmony] X 90[members married per day] 197100 [members married over the past six years] 197,100
members married.. Oct 30, 2012  Forums Mobile App Eharmony experiences? Aka the online dating discussion thread.. 'You're
meeting women in the wrong place 'First of all, I meet women in ALL places.. Second, I can get dates and flirtations and phone
numbers, but they don't seem interested after the initial attraction.. Let's do some more math 197,100 [members married] ÷
12,000,000 [total registered members] 0.. 6425 percent chance of getting married by signing up for your 'service'?? The odds of
getting married to someone you met in real life are way better than that!!!.

That's a lot Ah, but wait a minute The statistic also stated that eHarmony has 12 million registered users.. Some of the fairy
tales: 'If you want to get a woman, you have to make good money, so work hard' [ watch Jerry Springer some time to see women
love the guys who have no job, no money, no car, no ambition, no place of his own but a room at his mom's, a drug habit, a
prison record, and a violent temper] 'A woman will respect you and desire you, if you are a good Christian man' [.. Read the
following paragraph, paying careful attention, then read my expert mathematical analysis below: Okay, kids, ring the bell;
school's in.. Third, the lies are completely FALSE - these fairy tales my mom told me from when I was a kid.. Eharmony
experiences?Perhaps I'm giving off the wrong ideas here Because some of you are saying.. 016425 So, unless I did my math
wrong, or unless I'm misreading the statistical data, your chance of getting married through eHarmony is an abysmal.
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